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ABSTRACT
Sleep disorders are common, multi-factorial and often underrecognized in patients with renal diseases. Sleep disorders have
a negative impact on the wellbeing and quality of life. Medical
literature in the past few years has documented many definitive
associations between kidney diseases and various sleep disorders. Prompt referral to a sleep medicine specialist for further
evaluation is warranted in this group of patients at the earliest
suspicion of an insidious sleep disorder. In this review, we will
discuss the common sleep disorders seen in patients with kidney
disorders–the restless leg syndrome/Willis–Ekbom disease
(RLS/WED), sleep-disordered breathing (SDB), insomnia disorder, hypersomnolence disorder, circadian rhythm sleep-wake
disorders (CRSWDs) and parasomnias.
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INTRODUCTION
Sleep disorders have been commonly linked with kidney
disease and are often diagnosed late in these patients as
physicians fail to identify or are unaware of the early
symptoms of these sleep disorders.1 They have also
been shown to have an adverse impact on the quality of
life and overall survival.2,3 In the last few decades, the
associations and intricate relationships between sleep
disorders and renal diseases have been realized.4 Earlier,
only restless leg syndrome and obstructive sleep apnea
were recognized as common disorders associated with
renal diseases; however, it has been observed that patients
with chronic kidney disease (CKD) appear to experience
a myriad of sleep disorders. The complex and dynamic
relationship between sleep disorders and CKD remains
relatively less investigated.
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RESTLESS LEG SYNDROME/WILLIS–EKBOM
DISEASE
RLS/WED refers to complaints of an unpleasant sensation in the lower extremities accompanied by an uncontrollable urge to move them.5 This occurs typically in
the evening or early part of the night; it is worse during
periods of inactivity and transiently relieved by movement.6 The timing of the symptoms often leads to a low
quality of life, insomnia, and a consequent impairment
of daytime activity.
A study of 500 patients stratified according to estimated glomerular filtration rate, assessed the prevalence
of RLS/WED. It estimated the prevalence of RLS to be
18.9% in patients with estimated glomerular filtration
rate (eGFR) ≥ 60, 26% in CKD patients, and 26% in the
end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients.7 A recent metaanalysis of 51 studies, had estimated that one-quarter of
patients with CKD had RLS/WED, especially those who
were on dialysis.8
The pathophysiology of RLS remains unclear.
Although there are no gross structural brain abnormalities
in RLS, widespread brain areas are activated, including
the pre-and post-central gyri, cingulate cortex, thalamus,
and cerebellum. Pathologically, the most consistent
finding is a striatal iron deficiency in RLS patients. A
host of other biological systems are also altered in RLS,
including the dopaminergic, oxygen-sensing, opioid,
glutamatergic, and serotonergic systems.9,10 In patients
with renal diseases, the predominant etiology of RLS
appears to be related to iron deficiency.11 Iron deficiency
is common in patients with renal diseases. Blood loss
during dialysis is believed to exacerbate the iron deficiency and perhaps is one of the primary reasons for the
development of RLS.12,13 In addition, the patients, due to
renal impairment and dialysis, often develop an imbalance in various metabolites. Animal experiments have
documented changes in the level of neurotransmitters in
the brain, depending on the stage of renal insufficiency.14
These changes in the level of neurotransmitters may also
have a role in the pathogenesis of RLS/WED.
Treatment for RLS/WED depends on the severity
and frequency of RLS symptoms, and comprises of
non-pharmacological and pharmacological interventions. Good sleep hygiene can help prevent the development of insomnia related to RLS. Aerobic exercises during
hemodialysis have also been shown to improve the symp-
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toms of restless leg syndrome.15 Treatment measures also
include reduction of potential exacerbating factors such
as excess caffeine, alcohol and nicotine, medical conditions (anemia, iron deficiency), and medications (tricyclic
antidepressants, serotonin reuptake inhibitors, dopamine
antagonists). If iron stores are low, iron supplementation
may improve the symptoms.
Even though there are recommended pharmacological treatment guidelines for the general population,
limited information is available on the effects of these
therapies in ESRD patients. Medications used to treat RLS
include L-dopa and dopamine agonists such as pramipexole, but this often fails to fully resolve RLS.16 Patients may
experience augmentation, an increase in RLS symptom
severity with increasing drug dosage, which is the main
complication of dopaminergic drugs. Gabapentin may
also be considered as an alternative medication. The
effectiveness of benzodiazepines for RLS treatment is
currently unknown.17 The definitive treatment of any
disease requires resolution of the underlying etiology.
Renal diseases are often progressive and normal kidney
function is unlikely to be restored medically. Increasing the dose of dialysis18 and renal transplantation19,20
has been shown to ameliorate the symptoms of RLS/
WED.

SLEEP-RELATED BREATHING DISORDERS/
SLEEP DISORDERED BREATHING
Sleep disordered breathing (SDB) describes a group
of disorders characterized by an abnormal respiratory
pattern or insufficient ventilation during sleep. These
include broadly two types of apneas-the obstructive and
the central sleep apneas.

Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) comprises of apneas
(complete or near complete cessation of airflow), hypopneas (partial airway obstruction), or respiratory effortrelated arousals (RERAs-limited airway obstruction
with an associated arousal). Sleep-disordered breathing
disrupts the patient’s sleep pattern, which not only makes
the patient tired and exhausted the next day but, may also
put excessive strain on their nervous system and major
organs. The coexistence of renal disease and OSA can
cause an exaggerated acidosis (because of a combined
metabolic and respiratory acidosis) beyond what would
be expected in a patient with either disease alone.
It has been observed that patients with OSA are at a
higher risk of acute kidney injury during critical illness.21
In a longitudinal population-based cohort study, patients
with OSA even without diabetes or hypertension are at
higher risk of developing CKD over the next three years
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than the non-OSA cohort.22 Hypoxia has been postulated
to drive the pathogenesis of CKD, and this may be the
dominant mechanism in such patients.23
Also, the prevalence of OSA is higher in patients with
renal disease. While prevalence in the general population
is estimated to be 9–24%,24 the prevalence of OSA in ESRD
patients is estimated to be around 34–51%, through selfreport questionnaires,25-27 and about 24–66% when based
on polysomnography.28,29
Several studies have examined “rostral fluid shift” as
a possible mechanism in the pathogenesis of OSA in CKD
patients. Patients with kidney disease accumulate fluid
throughout their body, and when they lie down to sleep,
there is a migration of the fluid to their upper airway, in
a phenomenon termed as rostral fluid shifting.30,31 It has
also been seen that as renal function deteriorates, the
apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) can increase.
The treatment of OSA in renal disease is similar to the
general population; with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) as the first line of treatment. Other treatment
modalities in the general population include the use of
dental appliances, oral surgery, and treating comorbid
medical conditions like obesity or hypothyroidism. 32
However, these modalities have not yet been extensively
studied in the CKD population.
The use of methods that can reduce the accumulated
fluid may help to improve OSA. The use of nocturnal
hemodialysis has been shown to improve the pharyngeal
size in renal patients with OSA.33 Similarly, in patients
with nephrotic syndrome who can have nocturnal rostral
fluid shifting, treatment with steroids can improve the
OSA.34 Renal Transplantation has also been shown to
ameliorate OSA in such patients.35

Central Sleep Apnea
Central sleep apnoea (CSA) is characterized by recurrent
apnoeic episodes with no associated respiratory effort.
CSA in adults is defined as a cessation in the airflow of
ten or more seconds in the absence of any inspiratory
effort. CSA is diagnosed when 50% or more of the events
are central.36
While OSA is the most common form of sleep apnea in
patients with kidney disease, CSA may be under-reported
as it can only be diagnosed with polysomnography tests.
A systematic review reported the aggregate point prevalence of CSA in CKD is 9.6%,37 and when selecting
only those studies that reported total CSA index (i.e.,
including both central apnea and central hypopnea
indices) the prevalence was estimated to be 33.3%.38 It
has been observed that the number of CSA per hour
are more in patients with worse renal function and that
even after adjustment for cardiovascular co-morbidi-
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ties, kidney disease is independently associated with
CSA.39
Several pathophysiological pathways are believed to
contribute to the development of CSA in patients with
renal disease. Some of the reported mechanisms include
the overstimulation of the pulmonary receptors due to
the interstitial fluid (similar to patients with congestive
heart failure), chronic metabolic acidosis (causing compensatory hyperventilation and hypocapnia), severe
anemia (leading to hypoxia-induced periodic breathing), decreased clearance of uremic toxins (with uremic
autonomic neuropathy) and exaggerated chemo-reflex
sensitivity leading to an unstable ventilatory control.40
CSA has been found to be an independent risk factor
for all-cause mortality2 and hence its identification and
treatment are important goals in the management of
such patients. Apart from the conventional treatment of
CSA, nocturnal hemodialysis and kidney transplantation
have been shown to reduce the central apneas in such
patients.41

Insomnia Disorder
Insomnia was earlier merely described as a lack of sleep
and in the previous classification (DSM IV) had been
classified as primary or secondary.42 However, the differentiation between primary and secondary insomnia was
proved more hypothetical than actual and based upon
the current evidence insomnia subtypes described in the
earlier system have been lumped into one-insomnia disorder. Research in this field suggests that insomnia occurring during medical disorders has a bidirectional and
interactive relationship with the coexisting medical
illnesses.43 Insomnia has been recognized as a distinct
disorder rather than just a symptom, and diagnosis is
assigned to individuals who experience recurrent poor
sleep quality or quantity that causes distress or impairment in important areas of functioning.44 Insomnia as a
disorder needs independent clinical attention.
Insomnia is a common symptom in the general
population (prevalence ranges from 5 to 19% in different studies)45 and is significantly more common in renal
patients (approximately 45–70% of ESRD patients experience symptoms of insomnia).46,47 Studies evaluating
insomnia among patients with varying severity of renal
dysfunction have observed that with declining renal
function, there is a worsening of the sleep quality and
quantity. 28, 48,49
The pathogenesis of insomnia in such patients is often
multifactorial. Patients with renal diseases suffer from a
high degree of anxiety, physical stress, and chronic pain;
all of which cause insomnia. It has also been seen that the
dialysis shift time may have an impact.46 Furthermore,
Indian Journal of Sleep Medicine, April-June 2018;13(2):29-35

renal diseases are known to cause disturbances in normal
homeostasis; the concentration of neuro-peptides and
electrolytes are known to be affected. This dysregulation
in homeostasis might impact sleep in various ways.50,51 It
has been seen that in patients with CKD, the serum levels
of orexin levels (a neuropeptide associated with arousal)
are increased.52 It has been suggested that this increased
level may lead to increased periods of wakefulness that
can be associated with insomnia. 53 Kidney dysfunction is also known to cause hyperparathyroidism and
hypocalcemia. In patients with severe hyperparathyroidism on maintenance hemodialysis, when parathyroidectomy was done, it was observed that there was a
resolution of the hypocalcemia and hyperphosphatemia
along with amelioration in insomnia.54 The exact mechanism by which this effect occurs is not known; it is possible that the hypocalcemia is indirectly implicated in a
signaling pathway that affects sleep.
Patients with insomnia should initially be screened
for sleep apnea; and if detected, this should be addressed
first. Treatment of insomnia includes a combination of
pharmacological and non-pharmacological means. The
non-pharmacological techniques include cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT),55 acupressure,56 relaxation training,57
and physical exercise. A recent systematic review has
shown that in dialysis-dependent patients, CBT could
shorten sleep latency, alleviate sleep disturbance and
reduce the use of sleep medications.58 The core tenets
of CBT are stimulus control, sleep restriction, and sleep
hygiene. It is also beneficial to simultaneously treat or
mitigate the other co-existing conditions, such as pain or
depression, which also contribute to insomnia.
Sedative antidepressants and anxiolytics are effective
in individuals who suffer from depression, worry, and
insomnia, however there is little research supporting
their safety and efficacy in ESRD patients. Considering
the polypharmacy and altered metabolism in this patient
population, treatment trials are clearly needed before they
can be liberally used.

Hypersomnolence Disorder
Excessive daytime somnolence (EDS) is defined as the
inability to stay awake or alert throughout the course
of the day, resulting in sleepiness or inadvertent dozing
during passive (reading, watching television) or active
(driving, conversation) daily activity. The words sleepiness or hypersomnolence usually used to imply the
abnormal tendency to go to sleep; whilst, by hypersomnia, an increased amount of sleep over a 24-hour period
of time is assumed.59 EDS is frequently associated with
sleep-related breathing disorders, circadian rhythm disorders and other causes of disturbed nocturnal sleep. Only
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when these conditions have been excluded, can a diagnosis of a central disorder of hypersomnolence be made.
Daytime sleepiness is common in kidney patients. The
prevalence of EDS in patients with renal disease varies
between 44 and 67% in the reported medical literature.27,60
In a study of in patients with end-stage renal disease on
hemodialysis, daytime sleepiness was assessed by the
multiple sleep latency test (MSLT); the majority (54%) of
patients were pathologically sleepy with a mean sleep
latency of less than five minutes.61 In another study of
stable hemodialysis patients, one third had MSLT scores
suggesting abnormal levels of physiological daytime
sleepiness, and 13% subjects had scores consistent with
severe, pathological sleepiness. Thirty percent had significant subjective daytime sleepiness as measured by the
ESS.62 However, the exact prevalence of central disorders
of hypersomnolence (such as narcolepsy and idiopathic
hypersomnia) is not well reported in patients with renal
disease. These are relatively rare diseases in the general
population. A study had reported a prevalence of possible
narcolepsy in dialysis-dependent patients to be about
1.4% and in patients, not on dialysis it was estimated
to be about 1%28; which is much higher than that of the
general population.
The pathogenesis of hypersomnia in renal disease
is likely multi-factorial; contributed by multiple factors
including high prevalence of sleep disorders like SDB
and RLS.27,28 Such patients also often have psychiatric
co-morbidities which may also manifest as EDS.63 The
other factors which are also believed to contribute to the
pathogenesis are uremic encephalopathy, rapid fluid shift
and pH changes, electrolyte imbalance, and altered levels
of inflammatory cytokines and high daytime melatonin
levels. It has been seen that patients undergoing hemodialysis experience ventilatory instability, fewer sleep
cycles, shorter sleeping times, a predominance of light
sleep and reduction in Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep
with a consequently decreased sleep efficiency, which
further aggravates the problem of hypersomnia in such
patients.64
EDS can cause negative behavioral, physiologic,
and cognitive effects, which limit patients’ function and
quality of life.65 Successful treatment of sleepiness can
lead to overall improvement in the quality of life and
prevent significant morbidity. The approach to the assessment of EDS in kidney patients is generally the same as
in general population; requiring a detailed history and
examination, along with screening for co-morbidities
and occasionally requires a polysomnography followed
by an MSLT. An effective treatment of the underlying
cause can often reduce the EDS. An additional intervention is to switch to nocturnal hemodialysis.61 It has also
been seen that nocturnal sleep quality improved after
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transplantation and patients reported improved quality
of life and daytime sleepiness scores.66 Although there
are multiple pharmacological treatments approved for
narcolepsy, there are none for the other hypersomnias,
and off-label use of these medications is inadequate to
alleviate symptoms in most patients.66

Circadian Rhythm Sleep–Wake Disorders
The CRSWDs encompass a wide spectrum of diseases
which primarily arise due to the pathology of the circadian clock or to a misalignment of the timing of the
endogenous circadian rhythm with the environment.67
The DSM-5 classification recognizes five subtypes of
CRSWD: delayed sleep phase, advanced sleep phase,
non-24-hour sleep-wake, irregular sleep-wake, and shift
work types. Of these, the delayed sleep phase and the
advanced sleep phase are the common subtypes seen
in clinical practice. There is scarce information regarding CRSWDs in patients with renal disease. Actigraphy
studies have rarely been performed in kidney patients.
The kidney patients are believed to be at risk for these
ailments primarily because of derangements in the melatonin secretion. Melatonin, a hormone secreted by the
pineal gland, is responsible for the sleep-wake circadian
rhythm. It is secreted in small amounts during daytime
but increases during the night, a phenomenon called dim
light melatonin onset (DLMO), which correlates with the
onset of nocturnal sleepiness. It has been seen that the
melatonin amplitude and melatonin rhythm decreases
with advancing renal dysfunction.68 The high level of
tumor neurosis factor (TNF), seen in patients with renal
diseases, is probably involved in the blockage of melatonin production. In addition, it has been observed that the
circadian melatonin rhythm may be absent in ambulatory
peritoneal dialysis and conventional daytime patients on
HD and it re-establishes itself in patients on nocturnal
hemodialysis.69 Another possible reason for the sleepwake disturbance is the frequent nocturia in these patients
due to the poor renal tubular concentrating ability.
Treatment of this disorder is possible using various
approaches which have the potential to resynchronize a
disrupted circadian sleep-wake rhythm. These include
nocturnal dialysis, lowering of dialysate temperature,
administration of exogenous melatonin, administration of
exogenous erythropoietin, bright light and intra-dialytic
exercise.70

Parasomnias
Parasomnias are unpleasant or undesirable behaviors or
experiences that occur predominantly during or within
close proximity to sleep.71 They manifest because of a
perturbed arousal mechanism–there is an activation of
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the motor component though electroencephalographic
electrical activity shows ongoing sleep. Parasomnias are
typically classified by the sleep state from which they
arise: non-rapid eye movement sleep (NREM) and REM.72
The prevalence of parasomnia in renal disease has
not been extensively studied and it is difficult to estimate
its true prevalence. In a study of patients with end-stage
renal disease on hemodialysis, it was seen that 13% of the
patients had nightmares, 2% had sleepwalking, and 2%
had possible REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD); while
amongst CKD patients (not on hemodialysis) 15% of the
patients had nightmares, 4% had sleepwalking and 3%
had RBD.28 This is slightly higher than the prevalence
reported in the general population.73
Similar to the general population, high clinical suspicion is required for the identification of RBD in patients
with renal disease. Studies specifically evaluating treatment of parasomnia in renal disease are lacking and
currently are treated using behavioral and cognitivebehavioral managements;74 only occasionally resorting
to pharmacotherapy.
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CONCLUSION
There is a need for the nephrologists and the sleep specialist to jointly recognize and tackle the sleep complaints in
patients with renal disease. In such patients, the identification, diagnosis, and treatment of sleep disorders are
complicated by the overlapping presentation of renal and
sleep disorders with other common co-morbid conditions.
The treatment of sleep disorders should be multi-layered
and comprehensive. Future research should attempt to
explain the complex interrelationships between sleep and
kidney disease, test standard treatments in these specific
patient groups and develop novel treatments for sleep
disorders that can address the complex psychosocial and
pathophysiological processes in these patients.
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